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havebeen
They have
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reportedalmost
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everywhere
They
in Mozambique.
Mozambique. Striking
Striking hard
hard at
at strongly
strongly
in
garrisoned towns,
towns, freeing
freeing prisoners
prisoners from
from
garrisoned
concentrationcamps,
camps,blowing
blowing up
up vital
vital inconcentration
installations.Even
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top Frelimo
Frelimo leaders
leaderssuch
suchas
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stallations.
governorof
Antonio Thai,
Thai, governor
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of the
harassedTete
Tete
Antonio
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they have
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major
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on the
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Maputo are
threat.
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armedmen
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the Mozambique
MozambiqueNational
National Resistance
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Resistancewaging
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guerriüa war
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uNtre and
andFNLA
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Angola, the
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whatit
is
for what
bique
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forceto be
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with in the
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struggle
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against the
the Marxism
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against
territories.
territories.
Indeed, the
the new
new Mozambique
Mozambique freedom
freedom
Indeed,
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fighters
where Frelimo
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only if
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Mozambi'que
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Mozambique National Resisare
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Samora Machel's Marxi$
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Marxm
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regime from
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D
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Bassa
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D Five-man
Five-man commando
commando raid on the SakuÈ
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concentration camp
camp nÊar
near Gorongoca
Gorongosa
(Beira).
(Beira).
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12ffi prb
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prisoners
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freed.
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Mozambique
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Gouveia, GüÌo,
Guro, Chiocr
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hhaninga
Inhaminga.
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D Four Frelirm
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the Mocuba/Quelimare
MocubaIQuelimane road
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junction.
oo Frelimo Army plúoon
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wiped ort
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outside
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the Chimoio barracks
barracks.
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D Íl12 Frelimo soldfunshd
soldiers shot dead
dead while mar
manning a road block near Mapúo.
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Main sabotage
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_
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destroyed. R2,5
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damage, ó6 morüb
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of commission.
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E
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E
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Resistancefighters
fighters armed
Resistance
armed with
with captured
captured Russian
Russian AK47
AK47 assault rifles
rifles and
and rocket-launchers:
rocket-launchers: each
must have
havehis
weapon must
hisown
own weapon

"In
that case,
"In that
case,our
will evolve
our struggle
strugglewill
evolvefrom
from aa
straightforward
straightforward national
national rebellion
rebellion to
fullto aa fullscale
scalewar
war against
againstimperialist
imperialistforces
forces mustered
mustered
in
in Mozambique
Mozambique for
for the
the conquest
conquestof
other
of other
countries",
countries".he
he said.
said.But he
he sees
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an escalation
escalation
of "mercenary
"mercenary forces"
forces" in
in his
his country
country as
as "a
spark
spark igniting
igniting serious
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conÍlicts with an
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to share
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forced,to
shareits
its
meagre
foreigners".
meagrefood
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Resistanceleaders
leaders believe
believe the
the first
first
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struggleagainst
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of operations
operations
successfully
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successfullyaccomplished
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are preparing
they bring
búg their
they
their own
own weapons.
weapons.Recruits
stepping-upof military operations
Recruitsare
operationsto be
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are for aa stepping-up
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gun from
to go
told to
started soon.
out and
soon. But their hopes
hopes "that the
the sosoand steal
stealaa gun
from Machel's
Machel's started
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called Free
Free World will realise
realise the
men before
beforegraduating
men
the Africans,
Africans,
asResistance
Resistancesoldiers.
soldiers. called
wish to be
prove an
too, wish
be free"
free" may
Ironically, Frelimo
may prove
an illusion.
illusion.
Ironically,
Frelimo is
ìs being
being hit by
by the
the same
same too,
weaponsthe
the Soviet
prodigally
weapons
Soüet Union
Union has
has so
so prodigally
quantitiesall
dumpedin
in vast
vastquantities
dumped
all over
over Africa. Adinsult to injury,
ding insult
ding
injury, the
the Resistance
Resistancefighters
fighters
scorn Russian
of the Resistance Commandants lead- ì
Russiantactics
scorn
SomeoftheResi*ancecommandantsleaò
tactics - which
which many
many of them
them I Some
learned in Moscow
Moscow and
learned
and the
the Ukraine
rg the
Ur" anti-Frelimo
Ukraine - and
and I ing
anti.FretirnofJgbting
frytring inside
irsirte MoMo- |
stick strictly
strictly to Mao
stick
Mao Tse-tung's
Tse-tung'steachings
teachingsin I zambique:
zsnbiqge:
I
guerrilla warfare.
warfare.
their guerrilla
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fonrcr inspector
irspectorof I
I D
especiallyprepared
preparedfor TO
the
Frelimo
Police
(PlC).
In aa statement
statementespecially
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I
former
THEPOINT,
tr Afonso
POINT,
the Resistance
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the
AfonsoMarisseta
Resistancedirector
director of operaMarissetaJacamo,
opera- | o
Jacamo,
formerFreFre- |
Iimo top oft1cial in
the northern provinceof
proYince of
(who asked
tions(who
askednot
tions
be named
named for security
infteInÍthern
not to be
security
Nyasa.
"Condition number.one
reasons)says:
reasons)
number.one to win | ffirYofiktal
says:"Condition
I
Andre Matadi,
rormer Frelimo
com- |
is to be
people.Second
bewith the
is
is to I o nnUre
Matadi, Íbrmer
the people.
Secondcondition
conditionis
Frelim commander of the
the Cabora
operational I
activate rebellion
rebellion by stopping
activate
the population
population I mander
stoppingthe
CaboraBassa
Bassaoperational
zone during the
the war
against the
the PornrPortusliding into defeatist
from sliding
apathy, a certain
certain
defeatist apathy,
warssalnsÊ
guese.
fatalism
fatalism common
common to Africans
Africans as
as a whole."
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"After a few years
He goes
goes on to say:
years of Fre- I o
D Matsangaise,
Matsangaise, forrer
former Frelimo pmvprov- |
say:"After
limo's
limo's mental
mental colonialism,
colonialism, people
people lose
lose their I hcial
incial úief
chief in Sofah
Sofala (Beire).
(Beira).
I
personality
become dogs
dogs bark- I AZeca
D Zeca Antonio, former
former battalion
battalion conr.
com- I
personality and
and dignity
dignity to become
mander in th
the Frelim
Frelimo Arury.
Army.
ing or biting
biting at their master's
master's command."
command."
I msder
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D lapison
Lapison Manuel, former deputy
deputy cumcom- |
The
is pledged
pledged to show
show the
the Mo- | tr
The Resistance
Resistance is
mandant of
of the Namaacha
Namaacha garrbon
garmon- I
zambique
zambique people
people "the Machelist
Machelist forces
forces are
are I mardaÍrt
(Maputo).
not invincible
invincible and
and can
can be defeated".
defeated". ExplainExplain{nanro)
ing
context, the
the |
ing their
their position
position in the African context,
|
Andre Matadi: one of
of
director
director says:
says: "By
"By resistance
resistance we mean
mean the I Commandant André
I
Frelimo '5 top men, now
now leading
leading the
armed
armed struggle
struggle against
against Machel's
Machel's communist
communist I Frelímo's
I
national resistance against
against Machel's
Machel's regime. I
regime
regime without any
any alignment
alignment with politically I natíonal
motivated
movements. In the
motivated parties
parties or movements.
OAU's framework,
framework, the
the Mozambique
Mozambique Resistance
Resistance
oat.rs
would stand
stand ideologically
ideologically beside
beside Kenya,
Kenya, Gabon,
bon, Senegal,
Senegal, Egypt,
Egypt, the Ivory Coast,
Coast, Tunisia"
Tunisia,
Mauritania
Mauritania and
and Morocco."
the Resistance
Resistance leader's
leader's view,'the
view, "the quantiquantiIn the
ties
of Russian
Russian war matériel
materiel dedeties and
and types
types of
livered
livered to Frelimo
Frelimo far exceed
exceed the defence
defence
úeeds
needs of
of Mozambique
Mozambique and
and the requirements
requirements
of
of the Zimbabwe
Zimbabwe Peoples'
Peoples' Army
Army @trn)".
(zIPA)". He
He
believes
believes Mozambique
Mozambique has
has become
become aa huge
huge dedepot
pot for a much largeroperation
operation and
and singles
singles out
out
the Nacala
(TIP August
August 12,
12,
Nacala Russian
Russian stronghold
stronghold (rre
1977)
1977) which
which is used
used as
as a sanctuary
sanctuary by
by Machel
Machel
and
and his
his aides
aides "if
"if and
and when
when retaliation
retaliation against
against
massive
massive terrorist
terrorist infiltrations
infIltrations in
in neighbouring
neighbouring
countries
Maputo diÍficult.
difficult.
countries makes
makes life
life in
in Maputo
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